We study the set of resource bounded Kolmogorov random strings: R t = fx j K t (x) jxjg for t a time constructible function such that t(n) 2 n 2 and t(n) 2 2 n O(1) .
Introduction
One of the main questions in complexity theory is the relation between complexity classes, such as for example P; NP, and EXP. It is well known that P NP EXP. The only strict inclusion that is known is the one between P and EXP. It is conjectured however that all of the inclusions are strict.
In the late sixties, early seventies Cook Coo71] and Levin Lev73] discovered a number of NP -complete problems. The usefulness of these complete problems is that in order to separate P from NP one only has to focus on one particular complete problem and prove for this problem that it is not in P. Similar considerations are valid for EXP since this class also exhibits complete problems. Since then many people studied the complete problems of these and other complexity classes (among many others see for example GJ79, BH77, Mah82, Ber77]).
However Kolmogorov Lev94] suggested, even before the notions of P, NP and NP -completeness existed, that lower bound e orts might best be focused on sets that are relatively devoid of simple structure. That is, the NP -complete problems are probably too structured to be good candidates for separating P from NP. One should rather focus on the intermediate less structured sets, that somehow were complex enough to prove separations. As a candidate of such a set he proposed to look at the set of, what we call nowadays, resource bounded Kolmogorov Random strings.
In this paper we try to follow this type of approach. We study the set of strings R t that are Kolmogorov random with respect to time bounds t such that t(n) 2 n 2 and t(n) 2 2 n O(1) : R t = fx j K t (x) jxjg. A variant of this set was studied before by BO94] with respect to instance complexity. A more restricted version of this set, namely R p for p a polynomial, was studied by Ko Ko91] .
It is well known that the time unbounded version of this set, ie the co-RE set of truly Kolmogorov random strings, is Turing -complete for co-RE Mar66] . In this paper however we will show that the resource bounded version is not Turing -complete for EXP, supporting Kolmogorov's intuition at least for EXP. We actually show something stronger.
We prove that the sets that Turing reduce to R t have measure 0 in EXP with respect to the resource-bounded measure introduced by Lutz Lut92] . Hence R t is not even weakly Turing -complete.
Applying the results of Kautz and Miltersen KM94] we get that R t is not Turing -hard for NP relative to a random oracle.
These results show that R t mirrors almost none of the structure of EXP and NP.
Furthermore by the results of Ambos-Spies et al ASTZ94] it follows that sets that have the same property, ie sets that are not weakly-complete, have measure 0 in EXP and hence are rare and a-typical.
On the other hand it is not hard to see that R t is P -immune, ie it has no in nite subset in P, and thus is complex enough to gure as the set Kolmogorov had in mind.
We also examine the sets that R t reduces to, i.e. fA j R t p Ag. We prove that for p btt -reductions this class of sets has p 2 -measure 0, therefore also has measure 0 in EXP (in fact, this result is established for any set having in nitely many hard instances, in the Instant Complexity sense). As a consequence of these re ections we establish that the class of sets that are p btt -hard for EXP Intuitively, the measure in EXP is a function : P(EXP) ! 0; 1] with some additivity properties, whose main purpose is to classify by size criteria the subclasses of EXP. In this sense, the smallest classes are those X for which (X) = 0 and the largest are those having (X) = 1.
We only de ne measure 0 and measure 1 in EXP because we are always interested in classes that are closed under nite variations, and from a resource-bounded generalization of the Kolmogorov 0-1 law Lut92] these classes can only have measure 0 or measure 1 in EXP, if they are measurable at all. De nition 4 A set X f0; 1g 1 has p 2 -measure 1 (and we denote it p 2 (X) = 1) i X c has p 2 -measure 0.
De nition 5 A set X f0; 1g 1 has measure 0 in EXP i X \ EXP has p 2 -measure 0. This is denoted as (X j EXP) = 0. De nition 6 A set X f0; 1g 1 has measure 1 in EXP i X c has measure 0 in EXP. This is denoted as (X j EXP) = 1.
A set X f0; 1g 1 has measure 0 in E i X \ E has p-measure 0. This is denoted as (X j E) = 0. A set X f0; 1g 1 has measure 1 in E i X c has measure 0 in E. This is denoted as (X j E) = 1.
The following is an immediate consequence of the de nitions Proposition 8 If X has p-measure 0 then X has p 2 -measure 0.
If X has p-measure 0 then X has measure 0 in E. If X has p 2 -measure 0 then X has measure 0 in EXP.
Next we state an important property of measure in EXP and E, the -additivity property, that will be an important tool in the proof that certain classes have measure 0.
De nition 9 A set X is a p 2 -union (p-union) of the p 2 -measure 0 (p-measure 0) sets X 0 ; X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : i X = Let p r be a reducibility and A be a set. P r (A) = fB j B p r Ag. We will call P r (A) the lower span of A. P ?1 r (A) = fB j A p r Bg and is called the upper span of A. De nition 11 Given a reducibility p r , we say that a language A 2 EXP is p r -weakly complete for EXP if and only if P r (A) does not have measure 0 in EXP.
Weak-completeness is a resource-bounded measure generalization of the classical notion of complete language, studied in Lut94, ASTZ94, JL94]. In ASTZ94], Ambos-Spies et al prove that the class of many-one weakly-complete sets for EXP have measure 1 in EXP, which contrast with the fact that complete languages for the same class have measure 0, that is, complete languages are rare in EXP while weakly-complete are typical.
Very recently, an elegant proof of Regan, Sivakumar and Cai RSC95] showed that if P r (A) has measure 1 in EXP, then A is p r -complete. Therefore, for A weakly-complete but not complete it must be the case that P r (A) is not measurable in EXP.
We will use resource bounded Kolmogorov Complexity. We will only give an intuitive de nition here, see LV93] for precise de nitions. For t a time bound:
We also will use the notion of instance complexity but also only give an intuitive IC t (x: A) = minfjMj j M is a t-bounded Turingmachine consistent with A and deciding xg.
We study the set R t = fx j K t (x) jxjg, for t(n) 2 n 2 and t(n) 2 2 n O(1) . A variant of this this set was studied before in BO94]. We will use the following version of Theorem 3.2 in BO94], concerning the instance complexity of the strings in R t :
Theorem 12 There exists n 1 2 IN such that for every x 2 R t , jxj n 1 , IC 2 n (x : R t ) jxj:
We also study the set R l = fx j K l (x) jxjg, for l(n) 2 3n and l(n) 2 2 O(1)n . For this set we also have
Theorem 13 There exists n 2 2 IN such that for every x 2 R l , jxj n 2 , IC 2 n (x : R l ) jxj:
3 Main results
In this section we prove our main results. Let in the following t be a time constructible function such that for almost every n 2 IN; t(n) 2 n 2 and t(n) 2 2 n O(1) , and let l be a time constructible function such that for almost every n 2 IN; l(n) 2 3n and l(n) 2 2 O(1)n .
The next theorem shows that R t is not weakly Turing-complete for EXP.
Theorem 14 P T (R t ) has measure 0 in EXP. Proof: We start by seeing that every p T -reduction to R t can be done with only not length increasing queries on inputs of the form 0 n .
Let N be a Turing Machine that recognizes R t . Let A be such that A p T R t via machine M. Fix n 2 IN and denote as fq 1 ; q 2 ; : : : ; q m g the queries in the computation of M(R t ; 0 n ) (in order of appearance). Assume that there is a q 2 fq 1 ; q 2 ; : : : ; q m g such that jqj n and q 2 R t . Fix q j the rst-to-appear such q. We can generate q j from 0 n , R <n t (that is, an algorithm for R t ) and j, because we can simulate the computation of M(R t ; 0 n ) up to obtaining the jth query by answering to queries of length smaller than n according to R t and answering NO to queries of length al least n. The time used in this generation of q j is at most p(n) t(n ? 1), for p a polynomial depending on M. Let n 0 be such that for each n n 0 , p(n) t(n ? 1) < t(n), jnj + jMj + jNj + jp(n)j < n. Then for n n 0 if there is a query q in the computation of M(R t ; 0 n ) with q 2 R t and jqj n then there exists q j in R t such that jq j j n and K t (q j ) < n. This would contradict the de nition of R t , thus no such q can exist.
Thus for each n n 0 , if there is a query q for M(R t ; 0 n ) such that jqj n we can assume that q 6 2 R t , and thus there is a polynomial time machine M 0 such that A = L(M 0 ; R t ) and for every n 2 IN, all queries in the computation of M 0 (R t ; 0 n ) have length smaller than n. The proof is nished by applying the p 2 -union lemma (Lemma 10). 2 With the same proof technique we can show the next theorem for R l .
Theorem 15 P tt (R l ) has p-measure 0, therefore, it has measure 0 in E.
As a corollary of the proof of Theorem 14 we have that the theorem holds for any in nite subset of R t .
Corollary 16 Let A 2 EXP be an in nite subset of R t . Then (P T (A) j EXP) = 0: Let A 2 E be an in nite subset of R l . Then p (P tt (A)) = (P tt (A) j EXP) = 0:
As an immediate consequence ot Theorems 14 and 15 we have the following:
Corollary 17 R t is not Turing -complete for EXP.
R l is not truth- Note that R t relative to an oracle can be de ned using a relativization of resource bounded Kolmogorov complexity.
It would be interesting to connect our results with those obtained in Ko91] for the set R p , with p a polynomial. In this case R p is in co-NP. Ko Ko91] shows that there exists an oracle relative to which R p is in-complete for co-NP and not in P.
Another application comes from the results in ASTZ94]. They show that the majority of EXP, ie a subclass of sets with measure 1, is weakly complete. It follows thus that R t is a-typical in EXP.
Next we will turn our attention to the upper span { the class of sets R t reduces to { of R t . We start by proving a general result about the p k-tt -upper span of any set having in nitely many hard instances, in the following sense.
De nition 20 Let f : IN ! IN. A set C has in nitely many f-hard instances if there exist in nitely many x 2 f0; 1g such that, IC f (x : C) jxj: Theorem 21 Let k 2 IN, let C be a set in E that has in nitely many n log n -hard instances.
Then P k?tt ?1 (C) has p-measure 0.
Proof:
We start by seeing that every p k-tt -reduction from C can be done such that on in nitely many x 2 f0; 1g there are useful queries of length bigger than jxj=(5k). We say that a query is usefull if the answer to that query is necessary to compute the answer to the oracle computation, even if the answers to smaller queries are known.
Let A be such that C p k-tt A via machine M. Fix x 2 f0; 1g and denote as fq 1 ; q 2 ; : : : ; q k g the set of queries in the computation of M(A; x), in lexicographical order. Let Q M (A; x) = fq 1 ; q 2 ; : : : ; q j g, for j k, be such that M(A; x) is xed by the answers to queries in Q M (A; x), and M(A; x) is not xed by the answers to queries in Q M (A; x) ? fq j g. by this program on input x is at most p(jxj), for p a polynomial depending on M. Let n 0 be such that for each n n 0 , p(n) < n log n . Then for each x 2 L, with jxj n 0 , if Q M (A; x) f0; 1g jxj 5k then IC n log n (x : C) 4k jxj 5k < jxj.
Since C has in nitely many n log n -hard instances, this implies that there exist in nitely many x 2 f0; 1g such that Q M (A; x) 6 f0; 1g jxj 5k . Next we de ne the classes X i = fA jA p k-tt C via M i and 9 1 x 2 f0; 1g , such that Q M i (A; x) 6 f0; 1g jxj 5k g, where fM i j i 2 INg is a presentation of all ktt-polynomial-time Oracle Turing machines.
By the property of p k-tt -reductions from C we just proved, we know that P k?tt ?1 (C) i X i . This allows us to show that P k?tt ?1 (C) has p-measure 0 by using the p -union property.
For each w 2 f0; 1g and i 2 IN, let x(w; i) be the minimum x 2 f0; 1g such that for every B 2 C w , Q M i (B; x) 6 fs 0 ; : : : ; s jwj?1 g. That is, x(w; i) is the minimum input for which queries out of the pre x w of the oracle are needed. The proof is nished by applying the p -union lemma (Lemma 10). 2
With a similar proof we can show the following Theorem 22 Let C be a set in EXP that has in nitely many n log n -hard instances. Then P btt ?1 (C) has p 2 -measure 0, therefore measure 0 in EXP. Our results show that the converse of Theorem 24 is false, since both P btt ?1 (R t ) has p 2 -measure 0 and P btt (R t ) has measure 0 in EXP. ( This corollary has been improved recently by Ambos-Spies et al for the class of complete sets in ASNT94], where they show that the class of sets that are p btt -complete for E has measure 0 in E.
Results similar to those in this section can be proven for the case of space bounds instead of time bounds, by de ning the set RS s = fx j KS s (x) jxjg.
Theorem 29 There exists A 2 ESPACE such that both pspace (P k?tt ?1 (A)) = 0 and pspace (P T (A)) = 0. There exists A 2 EXPSPACE such that both p 2 space (P btt ?1 (A)) = 0 and p 2 space (P T (A)) = 0.
Where pspace and p 2 space-measure are de ned similarly to p and p 2 -measure (see Lut92]). Notice that there is a slight improvement with respect to the time bound case, here the Turing-lower span has pspace-measure 0.
As a last remark, the whole paper could have been developed by considering R p t = fx j K t (x) p(jxj)g, for p any xed sublinear polynomial.
Conclusions and questions
We studied the lower span of R t with respect to Turing -reductions. We showed that that lower span has measure 0 in EXP. As a consequence we obtained that relative to a random oracle R t is not Turing -hard for NP. It would be interesting to connect these results to the set studied in Ko91] and show that similar results are true with respect to the set studied there. We also studied the upper span of R t and showed that with respect to p btt -reductions this upper span also has measure 0 in EXP. In fact, our proof shows that this upper span has p 2 -measure 0, thus if we could push these results up to polynomial-time truth-table reductions it would result in proving that BPP 6 = EXP.
